Weekly Writing (please choose one of the following to essay your response in one single-spaced page):

- Assume you are going to compile a small Mother Goose book of twenty to twenty-five rhymes. Which ones would you choose? How would you arrange them in your book? Write a brief introduction to your collection which explains your selection and arrangement. Then include your Table of Contents.
- Find a concept book about one particular subject. Before you read it, list all the possible dimensions of that concept. Then compare your list with what the author/artist chose to include. Write a comparison/contrast of your expectations and the book’s treatment.
- Read three or four bedtime stories to one child or several children. Which ones do they ask to hear repeatedly? Can you find any patterns among their favorites? Write a description and explanations of the patterns that emerge.
- Write 2 or 3 annotated bibliographies to include in the Books to Begin On section. (Remember, these are rough drafts and may be revised after this writing then included in your final Annotated Bibliography.)